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From: Kyri 
Sent: 19 January 2018 20:26
To: Mayor of London; Londonplan
Subject: Draft New Plans much needed for Regeneration in Palmers Green High Street the portal of Enfield

Dear Sadiq Khan.  

The GREEN needs to be put back in to Palmers Green and the sparkle back into the Jewel. 

A REVAMP is much need in Palmers Green high street a new lease of life needs to breath into our High Streets, we need to bring back non failed retail businesses 
and a sense of community we need to put the heart back into the centre of our High Streets' this could be done by making the destinations more than just a place to 
shop but a place for the community to gather and engage with one another and where shopping is just one part of a rich mix of activities. 

The shop-fronts need total restoration and repainting. New window shutters need to be installed inside the shop, allowing evening browsers to view the displays at 
night and make the high road more attractive and safer." 

More Trees are needed then we were given in Palmers Green High Street and more trees are needed to be planted all along Green Lanes High Road with flourishing 
flower containers to be installed on lamp posts and also outside retail shops not only to bring beauty to the area but to also help combat air pollution and attract 
species for a  healthier streets 

Cllrs & Enfield Council and local businesses have a duty and a responsibility to find Innovative ways for a rejuvenating and a beautiful looking PG high Street for a 
prosperous shopping and healthy leisurely experience. 

Look forward to a new life in Palmers Green. 

Regards  
Mrs Kaye Castanheira 
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Mrs Kaye Castanheira comments

Page: Draft New London Plan

Section: N/A

I would like to see the people that applied to manage my area of Palmers Green show that they do care and are upto the job as at the 
moment it looks like it maybe too much hassle much for them to handle, they should be out and about taking notes what needs to be done to 
impliment positive changes to our delibetating areas of North London, as I have written numerous  letters and sent emails to local authorities 
even to the Mayor of Enfield and to the Chairman of Palmers Green Mr Costas Georgiou and to yourselves and have received nothing back 
only to ask me what kind of changes I would to see take place in my community, but nothing actioned. 

https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan


Well, I would like to see more pedestrian safety signs due to the overtake of the cycle lanes due to the near mis-accidents accumulated since 
the cycle lanes were built, especially for our less able bodies and especially the blind who cannot walk over the steep islands created in 
Palmers Green/Triangle, we also desperately need zebra crossings as we do not have any as they have been scraped with all the changes, 
we would like to have more trees planted , plants and flowers in plant pot and fixed to the lamp posts along Green Lanes N13 - N22 as it 
remains it looks bare and univiting, we would like you to  encourage & support shopowners to spruce up their shops especially their 
shopfronts to make them pretty, brighter and lighter a lick of paint so they can boost trade and make others from other areas come and shop 
in the town centre, as it stands at the moment Palmers Green has become a miserable neglected Ghost Town no ambiance, I can only fault 
those that have a job to take care of all London  areas that have not being capable of undertaking the role to its highest standards.  Our 
traditional shops have disappeared it was never like this 20 or more years ago it was booming and we had a variety of shops with a beautiful 
inviting look, now we have a town centre that has been ruined and left for the residents to fight to bring it back to life but no-one is listening to 
us and it is very disheartening to say the least especially when you are brought up in a area that had a sparkle with its banners and traditional 
shops and varied shops, now we are given betting shops and cheap fatty takeaways from the turkish community that has created more 
obesity and people are throwing food allover the ground gambling is not one thing that should be condoned in areas as it is getting more 
people in to debt and depression and suicides, I do understand revenue has to be accumulated but you cannot preach healthy streets and 
healthy eating and lifestyle and the next we are given poor quality shops by the local authorities there is something not right with the whole of 
the governing system for our local areas.

We cannot be surprised nor shocked with closure of shops in local areas when those governing London areas are doing nothing and to help 
boost poor communities in North london areas when it is created by others incompetency,  these people are appointed to do a job and not to 
hurt shopowners & local residents by leaving them to live in a poverty-stricken community and being forced to pay council tax towards a poor 
quality of life and being sent silly non transparent pie charts as to where all our tax money is being made, as it is certainly not in our local town 
centres. 

Palmers Green needs a huge revamp  now and not in 20 years! 

 

 



Page: Policy D1 London's form and characteristics

Section: N/A

The GREEN needs to be put back in to Palmers Green and the sparkle back into the Jewel.

A REVAMP is much need in Palmers Green high street a new lease of life needs to breath into our High Streets, we need to bring back non 
failed retail businesses and a sense of community we need to put the heart back into the centre of our High Streets' this could be done by 
making the destinations more than just a place to shop but a place for the community to gather and engage with one another and where 
shopping is just one part of a rich mix of activities.

The shop-fronts need total restoration and repainting. New window shutters need to be installed inside the shop, allowing evening browsers to 
view the displays at night and make the high road more attractive and safer."

More Trees are needed then we were given in Palmers Green High Street and more trees are needed to be planted all along Green Lanes 
High Road with flourishing flower containers to be installed on lamp posts and also outside retail shops not only to bring beauty to the area but 
to also help combat air pollution and attract species for a  healthier streets

Cllrs & Enfield Council and local businesses have a duty and a responsibility to find Innovative ways for a rejuvenating and a beautiful looking 
PG high Street for a prosperous shopping and healthy leisurely experience.

Look forward to a new life in Palmers Green.

Page: Multi-policy response

Section: N/A

Full comment - see attachment

https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-3-design/policy-d1-londons-form-and-characteristics
https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/multi-policy-response
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